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the World’s Bait Co.
We’ve been known as the Pioneers of Trout Fishing for over 75 years, and the world’s most trusted provider of
high-quality salmon, trout and steelhead baits since our company was founded in 1934. For 2012-13, PAUTZKE
BAIT CO. is proud to present a bold new line of products that combines seven decades of knowledge with revolutionary technologies that re-de�ne trout, salmon, steelhead, kokanee, halibut and cat�sh baits for anglers
throughout the world. �f there’s a �sh anywhere in the world you want to catch, the World’s Bait Co. is here to help�
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Telling the

story

It’s been more than 75 years since PAUTZKE BAIT CO. laid the foundation for de�ning trout �shing in North America. It’s been an amazing journey since Dad Pautzke began cooking salmon eggs on his small kitchen stove in the
early 1930s. From that humble beginning, our world famous BALLS O’ FIRE salmon eggs have served countless
trout anglers across the globe. We’ve sold more than 90 million jars of BALLS O’ FIRE eggs thanks to the product
quality and craftsmanship that has maintained our position as the oldest bait company in North America.

FOURTH-GENERATION TRADITION ...

... EXPANSION AND INNOVATION

It’s a story I never get tired of telling: Back in the 1940s, my
grandpa Keith “O.K” Williams purchased the basic egg
recipe that had been developed years earlier by his uncle,
Earnest Pautzke. My grandmother suggested one Easter
morning that Granddad color those eggs a bright red (like
Easter eggs), and the rest is history. I’m proud to say that
PAUTZKE BAIT’s foundation is still built on that sort of
family tradition and old-school attention to detail that
Dad Pautzke insisted on.

As the �shing industry evolved, PAUTZKE BAIT’s has
evolved, too. In recent years, we've used new science to
expand our line from a mere three products less than a
decade ago, to more than 60 today. To ensure our quality
keeps pace with expansion, we’ve added the world’s
�nest pro sta�. We’ve built new marketing platforms
through PAUTZKE TV, our FIRE BLOG and TRAVELING
CLASSROOM. We’ve truly become “The World’s Bait ComCLASS
pany”, and are proud to live up to that title.

Casey Kelley, Owner

Chris Shaffer,

Director of Operations
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Since 19�4, we at Pautzke Bait Company have helped de�ne trout �shing in �orth America. And, it’s that kind of
outstanding expertise that steers our will to drive the world’s next revolution in trout baits. Pautzke’s sensational
FIRE BAIT® combines over seven decades worth of Pautzke’s industry-leading trout �shing knowledge and
cutting-edge bait science to create the most electrifying dough bait since the 1980s!
Infused with Pautzke’s industry leading KRILL recipe and now boosted
even more with BALLS O FIRE juice,
FIRE BAIT® is a revolutionary �oating
bait that will convince trout to bite,
even when they're not hungry. Crafted
with the same quality as our traditional and world famous BALLS O’ FIRE
eggs, FIRE BAIT® is crammed with cuttingedge �shing technology and our
secret family recipes

Following more than two decades of
rigorous testing, research and experimentation, FIRE BAIT® masters the 4
essentials of a quality dough bait:
buoyancy, consistency, color and scent.
Building oﬀ our unsurpassed knowledge of trout behavior, we engineered
FIRE BAIT® to stimulate �sh with the
most potent scents (shrimp and eggs!)
and the most vibrant colors on the
trout-bait market!
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rede�nes trout �shing
It’s been nearly �� years since Keith �illiams changed the face of trout �shing with his bright red BALLS O’ FIREsalmon eggs. Seems appropriate, doesn’t it, that a company with four generations of bait origination would turn
the trout-�shing world on its ear again, this time by combining cutting-edge bait technology with one of the
oldest trout attractants known� �e’ve rede�ned trout �shing yet again with FIRE BAIT®.

SCENT PROFILE
FIRE BAIT’S® proprietary scent formula
is the most eﬀective ever developed for
�oating dough baits. In addition to the
potent attraction of the basic bait formula itself, FIRE BAIT is infused with
both our original KRILL, and then given
an extra boost with the juices from our
BALLS O’ FIRE eggs!

UNMATCHED COLOR
FIRE BAIT® takes full advantage of a
trout’s visual-feeding habit with 16
unique colors, from basic (red, pink,
orange, natural, chartreuse, green, etc.)
to multi-colored (rainbow, Mountain
�ild�re, Atomic �arlic, �arlic �ild�re,
American �ild�re, Mallow Balls O’ Fire).
Consequently,
Conseque
FIRE BAIT is �shable in all
water conditions!
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The ONLY dough bait boosted with
To be perfectly blunt, there’s no other dough bait on the market like FIRE BAIT®, and there never will be. Why? Because Pautzke Bait Co. is the only company in the world that can boost a bait with the most powerful, basic scent
component in history: BALLS O’ FIRE eggs. While others rely on chemicals to build their scent component, FIRE
BAIT® takes it to the next level with the most natural of trout stimulants: pure salmon-egg juice!
�ad Pautzke �gured out a long time
ago that salmon eggs are the best
natural bait for trout, so when we set
out to make FIRE BAIT®, we always
had the thought in the back of our
minds that we needed to include a
BALLS O’ FIRE component. Our millions
of loyal customers had been asking us
for years to create a ‘dough bait’, because we’ve been known for our trout
baits since the 1930s.

Intense research and testing have resulted in breakthroughs that now allow
us to incorporate the juices from the
BALLS O’ FIRE eggs right into FIRE
BAIT®! The result is a �oating trout bait
that pushes the whole dough bait phenomenon to a whole new level. The
BALLS O‘ FIRE scent component separates FIRE BAIT® from everything on
the market. There’s nothing like FIRE
BAIT®, and there never will be
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: maximum buoyancy
Even though it’s the most cutting-edge trout bait on the market, we went back to the basics when we started to
engineer FIRE BAIT®. �e �rst infused it with ����� and our ����S O’ ���E egg essence to build an unbeatable scent
pro�le, and then boosted it with color. �nd then we hit the one characteristic that most ignore: buoyancy.

EXTREME BUOYANCY
FIRE BAIT’S® color palette wouldn’t
mean a thing if the bait was lost in the
weeds on the bottom of the lake. Scent
wouldn’t matter either: trout are midwater feeders, and MUST have a bait
�oating high in the water column. �onsequently, we infused FIRE BAIT® with
�oatants that produce maximum buoyancy. Just how buoyant is it? One of our
Team Pautzke Pros uses it to drift for
steelhead! (below)
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We took one of the oldest formulas in the Pautzke family, engineered it to be even better, and created the most effective all-around brine the world has ever seen: FIRE BRINE®. We have just changed bait-brining forever.
Dad Pautzke knew that wet-brining
was one of the most eﬀective oldschool methods around for preparing
all manner of diﬀerent baits.

Combining some of the science from
FIRE CURE & BORX O’ FIRE with advice
from our Team Pautzke Pros, FIRE
BRINE® takes the hassle out of brining.

It’s a proprietary mix of brining agents
and six sensational colors that produce a brightly colored, durable bait
that �sh simply can’t resist�
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: a universal brine

SHRIMP BAITS

MEAT BAITS

EGG BAITS
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is single-egg magic

There are uncountable ways to cure eggs, but our Team Pautzke pros quickly discovered that FIRE BRINE® is a
simple, sure-�re method to cure both skeins and single eggs! �ur Great Lakes pros have developed single-egg
curing to a whole new science, using FIRE BRINE® on Chinook salmon, German brown and steelhead eggs.
Curing eggs in a wet brine was a popular
way to prepare baits long before dry cures
came along and became the rage. But with
the creation of FIRE BRINE®, Pautzke Bait
has brought back the old-school egg brine,
and to a level of eﬀectiveness previously unheard of in the egg-cure market!
Team Pautzke pro Ben See developed the
following process for curing single eggs to
be used for spawn sacs. Simple, quick, eﬀective!

COMPONENTS/INGREDIENTS
-FIRE BRINE® color of your choice
-1 quart mason jar with lid
-Loose eggs (salmon, trout or steelhead)

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
1. Fill Mason jar with uncured loose eggs
that you’ve scraped from a fresh skein. To
allow for expansion leave roughly 2 inches
from the top of the eggs to the lid.
2.Vigorously shake your bottle of FIRE
BRINE® for roughly 30 seconds to ensure
that the contents are thoroughly mixed.
3. Pour FIRE BRINE® into the jar, putting
enough of the brine into the jar to completely cover the eggs.
4. Close & tighten lid. (Cont. on next page) >
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Spawn sacs with
Any veteran Great Lakes steelheader knows the eﬀectiveness of spawn sacs in the streams of Michigan, New York,
Wisconsin, Ontario, Canada, etc. And if there’s one thing that makes a spawn sac more eﬀective, it’s a batch of
single eggs that have been cured up in FIRE BRINE®.

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
<(Cont. from previous page)
5. Refrigerate jar and its contents for 24
hours until FIRE BRINE® does its magic. The
brine’s exclusive mix of curing agents cause
essential liquids to pass through the egg
wall and absorb into the bait while it simultaneously toughens the outer wall and infuses each egg with vibrant color.
That’s it! Sounds almost too easy? FIRE
BRINE® is the simplest cure imaginable for
single eggs. No fuss, no muss. Follow this
three-step process and you are ensured a
quality cured egg.

PRO TEAM NOTES
 Eggs gain translucent look after being
cured in FIRE BRINE®
 Eggs quickly absorb brining liquid and
become plump and juicy after curing for
12 to 24 hours in FIRE BRINE®
 Eggs cured in FIRE BRINE® milk properly
and produce a strong scent trail that lasts
for the life of the egg
 FIRE BRINE® can be followed up with a
quick shake of �OR� O’ F�RE to �ne tune
egg color.
 Eggs cured in FIRE BRINE® don't break
when tying into spawn sacs like other
cures on the market.
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kicks up your herring

�ecause we�ve lived on and �shed the �est �oast all our lives, one of the most tried-and-true uses of FIRE BRINE®
has always been on herring. Ditto for alewives in other regions of the country, anchovies, sardines, minnows, squid
and shad. Dad Pautzke learned long ago that FIRE BRINE® turns ALL meat baits into irresistible baits!

COMPONENTS/INGREDIENTS STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS
-FIRE BRINE® color of your choice
-1 gallon Ziploc bag
-Fresh herring/alewives; if frozen, allow
to thaw before adding to brine, to allow
for more complete brining and absorption into the meat of the herring

1. Remove herring/alewives from bait trays and place in a 1-gallon Ziploc bag.
2. Pour a half bottle of FIRE BRINE® into the bag (or enough to completely immerse the herring).
3. Store at room temperature for 6 to 8 hours, then refrigerate for 8 to 12 hours.
�. �erring will be ready to �sh overnight, but can be refrozen and stored.
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Sensational shad with

If FIRE BRINE® is a universal bait brine/cure, then it’s safe to say that shad is a universal bait. Found in virtually
every �shery in the country, various species of shad are the food base for many of the �sh we pursue. �onse�uently, many of our Team Pautzke pros have turned to FIRE BRINE® to radically improve catch rates in these �sheries.

COMPONENTS/INGREDIENTS STEP-BY-STEP INSRUCTIONS
-FIRE BRINE® color of your choice (our
Team Pautzke pros recommend diﬀerent
colors for diﬀerent water conditions)
- Tupperware container
-Fresh or frozen shad (also anchovy, sardines and and minnows)

1. Remove shad from bait trays and place in a Tupperware containter.
2. Pour a half bottle of FIRE BRINE® over shad, or enough to �ll the container with
enough brine to completely cover the baits.
3. Store at room temperature for 6 to 8 hours, then refrigerate for 8 to 12 hours.
4. FIRE POWER can also be added to FIRE BRINE® mix for an extra scent boost.
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For more than 75 years, Pautzke's BALLS O’ FIRE® salmon eggs have de�ned trout �shing throughout �orth �merica. �ince Dad Pautzke �rst began manufacturing our world-renowned “�oft But �atisfying” salmon eggs on a
small, two-burner stove in his basement in 1934, Pautzke Bait Co. has sold more than 90 million jars of eggs and
been a part of tens of millions of successful days of trout �shing.
Without a doubt, our world-famous
GREEN LABEL BALLS O’ FIRE® salmon
eggs are the most recognized trout
bait on the planet, and seven decades
after the original red egg was created,
Pautzke continues to provide the same
trout-catching qualities that have
been passed down through four generations of family ownership.
It all starts with the recipe, created so
many decades ago by Dad Pautzke: a
unique, trade-secret mix of salt, sugars
and “spices” that combine to form the
juiciest, most attractive salmon egg on
the market, and a bait that has literally
caught trout by the billions over the
years.
year
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GOLD LABEL
Tough, �ashy, juicy and cooked to perfection, GOLD LABEL is the superstar of
the world famous BALLS O’ FIRE line-up and our hottest egg in recent years.
GOLD LABEL is the only salmon egg on the market with glitter added to deceive more and bigger �sh. It starts out with our popular PREMIUM BALLS O’
FIRE egg and oﬀers just enough glitter to pull in trout, without overpowering
the egg. The glitter is used as a visual stimulant� Light re�ects oﬀ the glitter
and draws trout in for a closer look. Combine the glitter with our trademarked
juices
already crammed inside the egg and strikes can come instantly. GOLD
jui
LABEL is best used in clear water where the glitter can re�ect the most light,
but they can be �shed in any body of water. While most anglers drift them
solo, successful mountain anglers use them in conjunction with other Pautzke
eggs, including PREMIUM, YELLOW JACKETS and ORANGE DELUXE.

GREEN LABEL
The original - and after more than 75 years - still the best! Pautzke’s GREEN
LABEL salmon egg is the world’s most recognized and best selling egg. Hands
down, more trout have been caught on GREEN LABEL than any other egg on
the planet. It’s the No. 1 selling natural trout bait of all time, and still the most
eﬀective. The workhorse of the BALLS O’ FIRE lineup since it was created in
1934, GREEN LABEL is the most common egg used by anglers in the world.
More than 85 million jars of GREEN LABEL been sold since 1934, and at least 1
million jars are sold annually. Applicable in any situation, it’s a user-friendly
egg that is derived from king or chum salmon. There isn’t a wrong place to �sh
the GREEN LABEL, whether in moving water or stillwater reservoirs. Cooked in
a carefully mastered Pautzke trade-secret recipe, the GREEN LABEL is the most
universal egg on the market and has been for more than seven decades!

PREMIUM
Known globally as the highest quality salmon egg on the planet, Pautzke’s
PREMIUM BALLS O’ FIRE salmon eggs are not only particularly valuable for
trout, but also a favorite for salmon and steelhead anglers. Cooked to precision and combined with our secret Pautzke family recipe, the PREMIUM egg is
plump, juicy and the largest egg in our line. It’s the preferred egg for tying
spawn sacks, when �shing for salmon or steelhead and trout. Hand picked
from late-harvest king salmon, these top of the line eggs are uniform in size,
tightly graded, clean and large. They are the best egg available, period. PREtig
MIUM eggs are perfect for the angler who is willing to spend more money for
a better product. This egg is named “PREMIUM” for a good reason! Please take
into account, because the PREMIUM egg is larger than our traditional egg, it
�shes with a larger pro�le.
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ORANGE DELUXE
Pautzke’s ORANGE DELUXE eggs are, without a doubt, among our best multipurpose eggs. They perfectly complement their sister eggs, the YELLOW
JACKET, and add a level of versatility that covers all water conditions. Another
quality egg that bears a resemblance to natural spawn, ORANGE DELUXE is
comparable to brown trout, rainbow trout and steelhead eggs as they occur in
�sheries where natural spawning takes place. Our ORANGE DELUXE eggs give
anglers an incomparable natural presentation. Superlative when faced with
clear and low water or in any area where �shing pressure is high, ORANGE
DELUXE are prescribed for fussy trout and steelhead, and can be pitched in
brooks, streams, creeks, rivers, ponds and lakes. These eggs are just the thing
for anglers targeting changing water conditions, clear water, and in waters
where trout aren’t keying in on brighter-colored eggs.

YELLOW JACKETS
Pautzke’s YELLOW JACKETS are perhaps our most versatile eggs, resembling
natural spawn, similar to brown trout, rainbow trout and steelhead eggs. They
have an unparalleled natural presentation. Dynamite in low, clear water,
YELLOW JACKETS are the world’s most e�ective egg for �nicky trout and steelhead. They’re similar to ORANGE DELUXE eggs in that they retain the characteristics of natural colored eggs found in lakes, streams and reservoirs in North
and South America and Europe. YELLOW JACKETS are tinted yellow, and come
swollen with secret scents and spices that trout can’t resist. Whereas our red
salmon eggs have been the staple for more than 75 years, natural colored
eggs have gained popularity in today’s market where anglers are trying new
combinations of colors to overcome increased �shing pressure and master adverse water conditions.

TYEE
Ideal for small streams, brooks, creeks and all low/clear water conditions, TYEE
is the smallest egg in the BALLS O’ FIRE line, yet packs a mighty punch. TYEE
is designed to plunk into tight spaces, behind small boulders, in pockets and
under overhanging banks. These eggs can be used in any angling conditions,
but are most e�ective when �shed on �-pound line on a single egg hook. Arriving to high-mountain and back country streams with a jar of TYEE eggs is
the perfect way to “match the hatch” in spring and fall when browns, rainbows, cutthroat, golden and brook trout can be spawning in these small watersheds. Drifting a single TYEE egg under a �oat near creek inlets and outlets
on both natrual lakes and manmade reservoirs, and pitching these highly visible eggs in streams and creeks is a dynamite way to convince trout to bite in
areas where you traditionally don’t �nd large �sh.
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Crafting our
When we say that our BALLS O’ FIRE eggs are our heritage, we’re not kidding. Our eggs are the product of handcrafted attention to detail and insistence on the highest quality in the world. Just like Dad Pautzke wanted
BALLS O’ FIRE eggs have been part of the �shing tradition
of millions of anglers for decades, and that’s both an honor
and a responsibility. Through four generations under the
Pautzke name, our commitment has remained the same.

We know that anglers e�pect the �nest eggs in the world,
and we continue to deliver with the same integrity that Dad
Pautzke started back in the 1930s.
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We built our reputation on over 75 years of attention to the science of egg curing. We’ve cured literally thousands
of tons of eggs curing our Balls O’ Fire eggs and developed the process to an unparalleled science. So doesn’t it
seem natural that FIRE CURE® would rede�ne the way salmon and steelhead anglers cure their eggs�
FIRE CURE® is the next generation of
cure, thanks to a formula that combines some of Dad Pautzke’s most
proven curing agents and a longtime
secret cure created by late West Coast
salmon/steelhead guru Mark Yano,
whose basic cure formula was one of
the “secret handshakes” of the best
salmon/steelhead guides in the world.

The result: FIRE CURE® consistantly
produces the best, milkiest, brightest,
most eﬀective eggs you’ll ever �sh for
salmon and steelhead.
How it works is simple: FIRE CURE’S®
patented formula enhances the natural
�sh-attracting �ualities of uncured ggs
by adding color - it’s available in red,

pink, orange and natural - and extra
scent courtesy of our industryleading Krill scent. It oﬀers anglers
picture-perfect eggs and an easy application process. and no worries
about over-curing your eggs: simply
sprinkle it on your eggs, store them in
a jar in the refrigerator and let FIRE
CURE® do its job.
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The science of
FIRE CURE® contains some of the most powerful scent attractants available, including our industry-best Krill
scent, which is what sets it apart from other egg cures. Simply put, it takes egg science to a whole new level.

THE ANSWER FOR SALMON!

- FIRE CURE’S® exclusive formula has proven to be
the best egg cure ever developed for salmon, which
are notioriously reactive to scents!

INFUSED WITH KRILL SCENT!

- FIRE CURE® permeates your baits with our patented Krill, scent the most powerful attractant on
the market today!

THIS SCIENCE IS SIMPLE!

- FIRE CURE® is simple to use thanks to a balanced
formula and 16-ounce shake-on bottle application
that takes the hassle out of curing baits!
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�hortly after we rede�ned the egg cure market with Fire Cure, we went to work on one of Dad Pautzke’s best recipes: A borax-based cure that could be used for multiple applications. We took nearly 75 years of tradition, combined it with modernbait science, and along came BOR X O’ FIRE®, the most universal bait cure available.
BORX O’ FIRE® is the perfect 1-2
complement to Fire Cure and perhaps
the most eﬀective formula ever developed for steelhead. It starts out with a
tried-and-true, old-school foundation
of borax, which has long been a key
component for Dad Pautzke’s favorite
egg cures.
cu

BORX O’ FIRE® gets its high-tech boost
from our universally recognized Krill
scent, which provides a new level of attraction to supplement the salts and
seasonings already included in Dad
Pautzke’s age-old recipe. The formula is
perfectly balanced and available in red,
pink,
pin orange and natural.

BORX O’ FIRE® covers all the spectrums of diﬀerent types of cures, too.
Its borax base allows it to meld perfectly with either wet or dry brines,
and it allows the angler to skip a step
in the process by combining the basic
curing agents with borax, all in one
easy-to-use bottle.
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The many uses of
BORX O’ FIRE® was developed as a go-to cure for steelhead, but our Team Pautzke pros quickly found uses for all
four colors that run the gamut from shrimp to single eggs to herring/anchovy/sardines. It’s a TRUE multi-use cure!

THE BEST STEELHEAD EGGS, PERIOD!

- Use BORX O’ FIRE® on whole skeins for the simplest,
most e�ective eggs you’ll ever �sh for steelhead!

TO

THE SOLUTION FOR SPAWN SACS!

- Use BORX O’ FIRE® on single eggs to create the
best, most �shable spawn sacks you’ll ever �sh!

SIMPLE SHRIMP CURE!

- Sprinkle BORX O’ FIRE® on your shrimp to add vibrant color, scent and durability!
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ON HERRING, ANCHOVIES, SARDINES!

- Use BORX O’ FIRE® to enhance your whole
herring/ancovies/sardines, strips or bait wraps!
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No longer satis�ed to be �just a salmon egg company�, Pautzke Bait Co. recently took the North American kokanee
world by surprise with our new line of FIRE CORN® products. And, as you’d expect from us, FIRE CORN® isn't just
a jar of corn - it’s loaded with the type of �sh-catching �ualities that have made us a worldwide leader in baits!
FIRE CORN® is proof that shoepeg
corn isn't the only type of corn that
catches kokanee! Tested and approved
by the best kokanee guides in North
America, FIRE CORN® is cured with
some of our secret Pautzke family ingredients, and manufactured identically to our famed BALLS O’FIRE eggs.
Processed similar to our Balls O' Fire
salmon eggs, FIRE CORN® is the most
potent kokanee bait on the planet.It
not only adds vibrant colors and scent

to your chosen kokanee lure but also
toughens the corn so it doesn't sour.
Not only does it provoke massive feeding frenzies, it saves time by allowing
anglers to �sh precured, dyed, scented
corn right out of the jar.
Grown locally in Central Washington,
FIRE CORN® is a super sweet corn, now
made available in an eight color lineup. FIRE CORN® is ideal for tipping
spoons, jigs, spinners and stickbaits
and is sure to catch more kokanee!
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Pautzke dives deeper into the saltwater market with our amazingly potent CRAB N’ SHRIMP FUEL®, by far the
most eﬀective new scent for all species of shell�sh that anglers throughout the world �sh for.
It’s a fact that the oils and amino acids
in salmon eggs are among the best
baits you can use for crab, shrimp, crawdads and prawns, and CRAB N’ SHRIMP
FUEL® starts out with a foundation that
only Pautzke can deliver: The pure essence of our Balls O' Fire salmon eggs

Pautzke’s proprietary mix of scents and
feeding stimulators draw in all manner
of shell�sh from a wider area than typical baits, and allow the angler to maximize their time on the water. CRAB N’
SHRIMP FUEL® is easy to use and
deadly eﬀective!

Mix generous amounts of CRAB N’
SHRIMP FUEL® with commercially
produced pellet baits to create a bait
slurry, or soak your basic baits ��sh
carcasses, chicken, pet food, etc.) in
CRAB N’ SHRIMP FUEL® for a killer,
inexpensive shell�sh bait!
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One of the critical components of ANY �shery – be it salmon on the �est Coast/�reat �akes, or trout onthe �ast
Coast – is the come-hither attraction of a bait’s scent pro�le. And for over 75 years, our NECTAR® has provided a
secret blast of scents that have proven to be absolutely deadly on virtually everything that swims.
NECTAR® in its most basic form is one
of the most attractive, functional
scents produced anywhere, and for a
variety of species: It’s the strained juice
from our Balls O’ Fire salmon eggs. That
egg juice – which includes Dad
Pautzke’s 75-year-old secret mix of
salts, sugars, dyes and other curing
salt
agents – is, as Team Pautzke Pros call it:
“Mother’s milk for almost anything
you’ll ever �sh for.�

Maybe that’s why a 75-plus-year-old
product has ignited like wild�re
throughout North America in recent
years as some of the most respected
guides and anglers in the world have
quietly released one of their biggest secrets: NECTAR® is the key ingredient for
ma of their brines and scent solumany
tions! Because of its sheer scent potency, you can soak virtually ANY kind
of bait in NECTAR®.

It’s a sensational scent for cured or
brined herring and shrimp - thanks to
both the scent and vibrant colors and a great additive to virtually any
egg-cure/recipe (and especially eﬀective when combined with our Borx O‘’
Fire and Fire Cure powdered cures).
NECTAR® has long been known as a
NE
perfect kokanee chum component,
and its also great for sturgeon, pan�sh
and cat�sh baits!
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The many uses of
NECTAR® is one of the most functional products we make. �hen �ad Pautzke �rst started to bottle the runo�
from Balls �’ �ire eggs, he knew he was preserving one of the most basic, �e�ible scents known to man.
He was also providing the foundation for an almost innumerable number of applications. NECTAR® can be used to
scent, color or recharge everything from eggs (see photo
below� to �esh baits to shrimp to cut baits.

Because it’s such a pure, natural product, many of our Team
Pautzke pros utilize NECTAR® on their terminal tackle to
mask human scent. There are simply too many uses of
NECTAR® to name, but we encouage you to �nd your own�

TO

FROM
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The

shrimp cure

It was a little-known secret of Dad Pautzke’s that NECTAR® was one of his most trusted cure ingredients. It’s no
wonder: Because it’s composed of pure egg juice and the curing agents used to make our Balls O’ Fire eggs,
NECTAR® is a fantastic multi-use cure. Try the following recipe developed by Team Pautzke Pro Duane Inglin.

COMPONENTS/INGREDIENTS STEP-BY-STEP INSRUCTIONS
1 full bottle of NECTAR®
1/4 cup BorX O Fire (match your color)
1/4 cup �ne white granulated sugar
1/4 cup raw sugar
1/4 cup non iodized sea salt
1/4 cup rock salt
1/2 to 1 teaspoon Fire Power
Additional scents (vanilla, garlic, etc.)
1 gallon distilled water
1-quart mason jars
50 to 60 shrimp, head on

1. Mix the following in 1-quart mason jar: NECTAR®, BorX O Fire, granulated
white sugar, sea salt, rock salt, Fire Power and any additional scents. Top oﬀ with
distilled water.
2. Prior to adding the shrimp, use a long spoon to mix the contents well. Then,
add up to 60 shrimp into the jar. Put the lid on and seal tightly.
3. Gently tumble jar, lightly shaking it to get all the contents oﬀ the bottom. Practice this for 5 minutes or less, simply to ensure proper mixing.
4. �efrigerate. For the �rst several weeks, store the jars on their side, rather than
standing tall. A couple times a day, for the �rst two weeks, rotate jars to keep
mixed. Maturing will take two to three weeks, and your shimp are ready to �sh.
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It’s been proven across the halibut grounds from California to Alaska� �alibut and rock�sh are convinced to strike
much quicker and more often when HALIBUT & ROCKFISH NECTAR® is combined with your bait.
Veteran halibut anglers know that fatty
salmon bellies are among the most desirable baits in the world, but HALIBUT
& ROCKFISH NECTAR® goes one step
further. It’s well known among commercial �sherman that salmon eggs are
a highly coveted bait for almost any
thing that swims, and to put it plainly,
HALIBUT & ROCKFISH NECTAR® is
made with the runoﬀ taken from our
famous Balls O’ Fire salmon eggs.

Consequently, it appeals strongly to
rock�sh and halibut’s keen sense of
smell, and is deadly eﬀective when
soaking salmon bellies, herring, octopus, sardines and anchovies.
HALIBUT & ROCKFISH NECTAR® creates a scent trail far more powerful than
natural bait alone. It works on halibut,
salmon, lingcod, rock�sh, cod, sturgeon
and many other saltwater species. It’s

most eﬀective when used to marinate
or inject into cut��esh baits, but it’s
powerful enough to penetrate into
plastics and enhance jigs and other
arti�cial halibut and rock�sh lures.
Also eﬀective as a chum where chumming is legal.
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perfect brine for halibut!
�ood bait is �ital when halibut �shing, regardless of where you�re �shing. Team Paut�ke Pro �ick �ester de�eloped
the following brine of FIRE POWER, FIRE BRINE and NECTAR® for halibut on the West Coast.

COMPONENTS & INSTRUCTIONS

1.

2.

3.

4.

-1 bottle FIRE POWER
-1 bottle NECTAR® (red, chartreuse, blue, purple)
-1 bottle FIRE BRINE (same color choices)
1. Place herring in a Tupperware containter
and douse liberally with FIRE POWER. Allow
to sit at room temperature for 30 minutes
for scent to absorb.
2. Add full bottle of NECTAR® and soak for
at least 15 minutes.
3. Add full bottle of FIRE BRINE and another
layer of FIRE POWER (optional).
4. Refrigerate and brine for 12 to 24 hours.
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IN THE FIELD with
Team Pautzke doing what they do best! Clockwise from bottom, CAPT. JOHN KEIZER with Puget Sound Dungeness crab; BRAD WAGNER with a central Washington steelhead; LARRY LATHEN & DON SHERMAN with a Clearwater River steelhead; TOBY WYATT with a pair of Columbia River Chinook
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CATFISH NECTAR
There’s no other species of �sh in the world that’s as receptive to scent as the cat�sh. And after extensive testing
and tweaking of some of Dad Pautzke’s most tried-and-true scent components, Pautzke Bait Co. is proud to announce the 2013 release of CATFISH NECTAR. Simply put, it’ll change the way you �sh for cat�sh�

A little-known fact about most of the
scents that Dad Pautzke developed
over the years it that they’re “universal
scents”. The foundaion for CATFISH
NECTAR, for example: it starts with
pure egg essence, the one basic scent
that ALL species react to.

CATFISH NECTAR lays the foundation
for all species of cat�sh: blue cats, channel cats, �athead cats, bullhead cats,
etc.. Simply soak your cut baits, whole
baits �or even your processed cat�sh
nuggets) in CATFISH NECTAR and experience a whole new level of success.
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&
�cent is one of the most basic, crucial components in your �shing arsenal, and there’s no more powerful bite
stimulator in nature than krill, which serves as the base of both FIRE POWER and LIQUID KRILL.
�ood luck �nding a more concentrated shimp-based scent
than the 100% pure krill powder in FIRE POWER. A tiny
shrimp species found in virtually every lake, river, stream
and saltwater environment in the world, krill is the “universal scent”. And our krill is a step above: It’s the highest grade
of Arctic krill, ground into a super-�ne powder
and bottled as-is. No chemicals or additives.

One scent, unlimited species. LIQUID KRILL is the perfect
tool for soaking into baits to draw �sh in from great distances. When targeting salmon, trout and steelhead, coat
your spoons and spinners. Inject it into nightcrawlers and
mealworms for pan�sh, bass and trout. �oak your plastics
in it, or add a couple drops of it to your eggs for an extra
boost.

FIRE POWER is a potent addition to virtually any style of
bait, from cured eggs to nightcrawlers to herring to shrimp.
It’s the extra, ultimate boost that all anglers can utilize for
every species that swims!

LIQUID KRILL is also a deadly eﬀective saltwater scent for a
multitude of species. It’s perfect for injecting into baits for
sharks, pouring onto jigs for sea bass, rock�sh, halibut and
cod, and soaking into baits used for stripers.
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Perfectly crafted and engineered to ful�ll that sweet niche that classic trout anglers across the country crave,
Pautzke’s new BALLS O’ FIRE® CAN O’ CORN® is just that: Sweet, real corn, mixed with a secret Pautzke family
recipe that’s been passed down through four generations.
�orn has long been a trout-�shing favorite, but we’ve taken the classic and
applied several new twists. CAN O’
CORN® is made from high-quality
American-grown sweet corn, and
cooked to perfection under a hot
�ame using a proprietary process that

cures the corn without sacri�cing its
sweetness, softness and trout-attracting juiciness.
CAN O’ CORN® outlasts canned corn
and comes boosted with our worldleading Krill scent.

CAN O’ CORN® is available in four vibrant colors - pink, red, yellow and
natural - to match any water conditions trout anglers face, from the
stained runoﬀ of late spring to the
low, clear water of early fall. It’s an
old-time bait with a new-age kick.
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Introducing
If there’s one thing that Dad Pautzke appreciates, it‘s tradition. Harkening back to childhood trout memories (and
requests from anglers around the country), we’re proud to add CAN O’ CORN® to the nationwide Pautzke lineup.
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traveling classroom
As we continue our expansion into more and more bait categories, it strikes us that educating and informing our
customers is one of our important missions. With that in mind, we’ve created the PAUTZKE TRAVELING CLASSROOM, which includes on-site seminars and online lessons that teach you how to best utilize our products.

www.youtube.com
G
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IN THE FIELD with
Team Pautzke doing what they do best! Clockwise from bottom, ANTON JONES with a Rufus Woods Lake triploid
rainbow; MIKE NIELSEN with a Milwaukee Harbor German brown; PAUL LEFEBVRE with a Rogue River spring Chinook; NICK PETOSA with a Humptulips River steelhead
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EXCLUSIVE apparel!
�ur �eam Paut�ke pros dress for �shing success with exclusive TEAM PAUTZKE APPAREL that keeps them insulated and comfortable, no matter the season. Now you too can dress like a Pautke Pro with our exclsive line of
high-quality hoodies, t-shirts, hats and beanies!

BEANIES

HOODIES
T-SHIRTS

VISORS
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NEW hats and caps!
If there’s one piece of TEAM PAUTZKE APPAREL that our pros use the most, it’s their hats. New for 2012-13, Pautzke makes some of our best, most popular Pro hats available to the general public! Manufactured by The Game and
available in several stylish colors and styles, Team Pautzke headgear is an essential piece of �shing gear.

SOLID BACK

MESH BACK
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IN THE FIELD with
Team Pautzke doing what they do best! Clockwise from bottom, TIM ROLLER with a Niagara River steelhead;
JOSH CHORONZEY with a Lake Ontario tributary steelehad; CASEY KELLEY with a Bridgeport Reservoir rainbow
trout; MARK CHMURA with a Lake Michigan Chinook.
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UPC Information
BALLS O’ FIRE SALMON EGGS

BALLS O’ FIRE ROE

FIREBAIT
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UPC Information
BALLS O’ FIRE NECTAR

SCENTS & ATTRACTANTS

FIRE CURE

BORX O’ FIRE

EGG LUG
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UPC Information
FIRE BRINE

CAN O’ CORN

FIRE CORN
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& the UV CRAZE
Part of PAUTZKE BAIT CO.’S promise to our loyal customers is that we stay ahead of trends that can make your
�shing e�perience better. We created the world salmon-egg market, and our �rill scent kick-started an industrywide craze. You might not even realize that we were out in front of another craze in the bait industry: Ultra-Violet

THE TRUTH ABOUT UV
In recent years, anglers have discovered the attractive qualities of UV.
While bait manufacturers around the
world have turned to UV as a new additive to their products, many of the
products Pautzke Bait Co. has been
manufacturing for decades already
contain UV qualities!
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& the UV CRAZE
Dad Pautzke has always believed in the natural qualities of out baits, so it’s no surprise that PAUTZKE BAIT CO.’S
UV is 100% natural: We don’t apply extra UV to our baits. We don’t need to - Mother Nature already did it for us!

THE NATURAL LIGHT OF EGGS

- Many of our BALLS O’ FIRE eggs - especially our
Yellow Jackets - have highly UV natural qualities!

FIRE BAIT LIGHTS UP LIKE FIRE

- Several colors of our FIRE BAIT pop with natural UV
light (see photo at left) that provides extra attraction.

UV CURES, NO ADDITIVES NEEDED

- Want a little extra boost for your eggs and shrimp?
BORX O’ FIRE and FIRE CURE provied it (see below)!
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Advanced info in the
We realize that our Team Pautzke Pros are among the best anglers in the world. Excluzive to WWW.PAUTZKE.COM,
the FIRE BLOG is our customers’ connection to tips, techniques and information that only our pros can provide!
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Tune in now
When you have the best pro-team in the �shing industry, a guy who makes his living in the TV world and an audience that thirsts for knowledge and great storytelling, you’re almost duty-bound to create an online TV show that
rede�nes the �shing world. PAUTZKE TV was born. Produced, shot and edited by Team Pautzke Pro Tim Roller whose work can be seen on “Wild Addiction” and “Whitetail Journey” - PAUTZKE TV takes you places and shows
you things that only our pro-staﬀers have known about before. Tune in now and come along on the adventure!
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Team Pautzke Pros JOEL SHANGLE (bottom);
CHRIS SHAFFER (middle left); KYLE BUCK
(top left); GREG KNAPP (top right)

